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Big trends in
bananas
Asiafruit Congress brought together
some of the leading voices in Asia’s
banana trade to discuss the sector’s journey through Covid-19 and what
the future holds.
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INDIA EMERGES
Khandelwal said Europe and Asia would

Echoing the thoughts of Abbas, Zheng
said in the Philippines smaller plantations
had struggled with the challenges of
Covid-19 and Panama Disease Tropical
Race 4 (TR4), but it could bounce back as a
supplier.
“If they (the Philippines) want to recover, I
think they need to merge and integrate
the small plantations and then invest
more on controlling TR4 so that their
product and quality can be recovered,”
said Zheng.

Asiafruit Congress finished its
examination of the banana trade with a

be the next big markets for India but there
was still work to be done.

look at India and its rapid export
development.
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From 2015 to 2019, India’s banana exports
doubled to 174,000 tonnes and Pankaj
Khandelwal, co-founder and chair of
Indian exporter INII Farms provided some

whole lot of work. The price advantages
and the story of Indian bananas remains
very strong and I strongly believe these
markets will accept it,” said Khandelwal.

context to this growth.
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before, its volume is still going up every
year, it’s just South-East Asia’s volume has
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When it comes to consumer trends, Zheng
said increasing importance was being
placed on quality, which also saw the
premium end of the market growing.
“Before there were more

produce business. Subscribe now to
The Middle East has been the main market

Asiafruit Magazine.

facilitating this growth but Khandelwal
said India needed continuous
improvement if more growth was on the
cards.
“The Middle East, because of logistics and
trade relationships, was the
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